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Abstract
We study the quantumBrownianmotion of a harmonic oscillator undergoing a sequence of
generalized positionmeasurements. Our exact analytical results capture the interplay of the
measurement backaction and dissipation.Herewe demonstrate that no freeze-in Zeno effect occurs
upon increasing themonitoring frequency. A similar behavior is also found in the presence of
generalizedmomentummeasurements.
1. Introduction
The quantumZeno effect (QZE), in its original setting, refers to the hindered decay of a frequentlymonitored
state of a quantum system [1, 2]. A related phenomenon, called quantumZeno dynamics [3–5], generalizes the
QZE to the confinement of the systemdynamics within a rapidlymonitored subspace of the availableHilbert
space. The opposite phenomenon, the accelerated decay due to repeatedmeasurements at slower rates, which
takes the name of anti-Zeno effect, turns out to bemuchmore ubiquitous under realistic conditions [6]. The
transition from the anti-Zeno to the Zeno regime upon increasing themonitoring rate was investigated in
[7–10]. TheQZEwas first experimentally observed in trapped ions [11] and later, alongwith the anti-Zeno
effect, in a cold atomic gas [12]. Further realizations are found in a variety of experimental setups [13–23].
The archetypalmodel considered in standard treatments of theQZE [2] consists of an initially excited system
(e.g. an atom)decaying in a continuumof states. TheQZE is easily understood by observing that the process
displays a short-time survival probability of the form S(τ);1−kτmwithm>1. Assuming instantaneous
measurements, the conditional probability of observing the system still in the excited state afterN
measurements, taken at small time intervals of duration τ=t/N in afinite time span t, is given by
Sc(t);[1− kτ
m]N. For tfixed, the conditional survival probability approaches the value Sc(t)=1 in the limit
N  ¥, or equivalently 0t  . Hence, the system remains in the initially excited state as long as the
monitoring takes place. The particular limiting casem=1, which formally would lead to an exponential decay
with a τ-independent decay rate, is excluded. Recently, an analysis of the case inwhich themonitoring time t
scales as a power ofN, i.e., t∝Nα, was carried outfinding that the Zeno effect occurs for 0α<1/2 [24].
Apart from a few exceptions [25–27], themeasurements, which are essential for theQZE, have been treated
as instantaneous interruptions of the otherwise unitary dynamics. Thatmeans that the interaction between the
measured system and themeasurement apparatusmust take placewithin a time span that is very short compared
to all relevant time scales of the unitary evolution. Barchielli et al [28, 29] found a suppression of the Zeno-typical
dynamical freezing for sequences of generalizedmeasurements which can be characterized by a strength that
decreases with increasingmeasurement frequency allowing for continuousmeasurements with ongoing
dynamics. A similar approach, which additionally allows for afinite duration of themeasurement, was
developed by Ruseckas andKaulakis [27].While for both the approaches in [27, 28] themeasurements at
subsequent timesmust be performedwith identically preparedmeasurement apparatuses, Gagen et al [26]
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performed. Despite the difference of the physical picture, whether there are asmanymeasurement apparatuses
as individualmeasurements, or just a single apparatus whose pointermoves with themeasured observable, the
time evolution of the systemdensitymatrix is governed by aMarkovianmaster equation of Lindblad type
provided that themeasurement strength is properly adjusted to themeasurement frequency [26, 29].
Fearn and Lamb [30] analyzed the effect of repeated positionmeasurements offixed strength on the
dynamics of a particlemoving in a double-well potential finding a delocalization rather than a freezing of the
dynamics in thewell inwhich the particle was initially prepared. This result was challenged in [31] claiming that
the freezing of the dynamics in either well would result if only sufficientlymanymeasurements within afixed
duration of timeweremade. Altmüller and Schenzle [32] argued differently saying that a proper andmore
microscopic description of themeasurement process would lead to the Zeno effect. An important aspect
distinguishing their treatment from those in [30, 1] is that not a series ofmeasurements with independent
measurement apparatuses but rather a continuous interactionwith the electromagnetic field is considered.
Actually, the reduction of the full two-well system to a two-level system is the feature which enforces the
appearance of the Zeno effect in [32]. This is demonstrated byGagen et al [26] for amodel of continuous
measurements of the particle position. Indeed, when all energy levels are taken into account4 the localization in
the initial well persists for a time span that becomes smaller with decreasing energy gap between the first two
levels andwith increasingmeasurement strength. At large enough times a delocalization is always observed.
Generally, in a systemwith afinite-dimensional Hilbert space a sequence ofmeasurements for detecting the
presence of the particle in the initial state yields, at large times, amaximallymixed state of uniformpopulation
[25, 34]. This occurs as long as the time between subsequentmeasurements is finite. For a vanishing inter-
measurement time, however, the Zeno effectmanifests itself in its originally proposed formof hindered decay
[1, 2]: the rate at which the asymptotic uniform state is approached becomes zero. This behavior has also been
found in the presence of an environment [35], where the details of the dynamics depend on the specific spectral
density of the environment aswell as on the strength of the coupling between the system and its environment.
With the present workwe consider a quantumharmonic oscillator interactingwith a heat bath ofmutually
independent quantumharmonic oscillators. The resulting dissipative systemprovides amodel of quantum
Brownianmotion [36–39]. The onset of theQZE for quantumBrownianmotion has been predicted in [8]
within a perturbative treatment starting from an exact time-convolution-lessmaster equation [40–43]. In [8],
the central harmonic oscillator is considered to be initially in a Fock statewhose decay ismonitored, so that the
measured observable, namely the excitation number n̂, commutes with the oscillator’sHamiltonian. In
contrast, here we investigate the case of an oscillator which is instantaneouslymonitored by a so-calledGaussian
meter, whichmeasures its positionwithin a certainwidth, in the same spirit of [26, 30]. Notably, such repeated
position-likemeasurement on a harmonic oscillator are of experimental relevance, as for example in
nanomechanical resonators [44, 45].
In this workwe consider the following protocol.We start from the canonical thermal state of the full
interacting oscillator-bath system. Afirst selectiveGaussianmeasurement at t=t0 then prepares the oscillator in
a state centered at some position x0 with awidthσ. The system subsequently evolves, undergoing a sequence of n
nonselectivemeasurements; i.e., themeasurements leave the system state in a probabilisticmixture of its possible
outcomes [46, 47]. This intermediatemonitoring is performed byGaussian instruments of widthσ acting at
equally spaced times tj=tj−1+τ, where j=1,K, n. Afinal selectivemeasurement at time tF<tn+τ,
performedwith aGaussianmeter, again of widthσ, and centered at xF, provides the two-point probability
distributionW( n)(x0, t0; xF, tF). A scheme of this protocol is provided infigure 1.We exactly solve themonitored
dynamics capturing the interplay betweenmeasurements and unitary dynamics of the oscillator interactingwith
a heat-bath. In agreementwith the finding of Fearn and Lamb [30], no Zeno effect occurs for the oscillator.
Instead, its position distribution initially spreads with increasing number ofmeasurements. In the absence of
friction, i.e. for an isolated oscillator, the spreading continues and the position undergoes a diffusion process.
Since this diffusion takes place in the confining oscillator potential, also the energy grows steadily, whereby the
positionmeasurements fuel this process: each positionmeasurement suddenly squeezes the position to a narrow
range; the concomitant spreading inmomentum space subsequently leads to a spreading in position space
beyond thewidth of the antecedentmeasurement. In clear contrast, in the presence of friction the supply of
energy by themeasurement can nowbe balanced by the amount of dissipation. Consequently, the asymptotic
position distribution is characterized, after a sufficiently large number ofmeasurements, by afinite width. In
neither case a freezing of the dynamics, which is the essential feature of the Zeno effect, occurs. This is because
the energy spectrumof the (isolated) oscillator is unbounded from above. Put differently, no lower limit exists in
the inter-measurement time belowwhich the unitary dynamics of the total system cannot take place between
measurements.
4
The validity of the two-level approximation for a double-well system is discussed [33].
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In a recent treatment of the samemodel [48] a survival probability was found that depicts the Zeno effect.
However, the corresponding analysis was based on the iteration of the transition probability for a single pair of
measurements thereby neglecting the quantum coherences which build up during the sequence ofGaussian
nonselective positionmeasurements.
In the followingwe describe themodel and detail themeasurement protocol. Then, we derive themain
result, namely the probability distribution for the finalmeasurement conditioned on the result of the first
preparingmeasurement. Finally, we illustrate and discuss the obtained results.
2.QuantumBrownianmotion and generalized positionmeasurements
Themonitored quantum system consists of a one-dimensional quantumharmonic oscillator ofmassM and
bare angular frequencyω0, with position andmomentumoperators q̂ and p̂, respectively. This central oscillator
interacts via the position operator with a quantumheat bath composed ofNharmonic oscillators ofmassesmk,
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TheHamiltonian (1)provides amodel for the quantumBrownianmotion of a particle in a harmonic potential.
TheHeisenberg equation for the position operator q̂ of the central oscillator has the formof the following
generalized Langevin equation [38, 39, 49]
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with ti denoting the time origin. The damping kernel γ(t) is given by t M J t2 d cos1 0òg p w w w w=
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where J(ω) is the spectral density function defined by J c m2k k k k k
2w p d w w wå -( ) ≔ ( ) ( ). In the following, if
not stated otherwise, we consider a strictlyOhmic heat bath, a bathwith spectral density of environmental
couplingwhose continuum limit is linear in the frequency, i.e.,
J M . 4w g w=( ) ( )
The above strictlyOhmic case yields γ(t)=2γδ(t), where the damping parameter γ provides an overallmeasure
of the strength of the couplingwith the bathmodes.
We denote by ρ(t) the total, time-evolved densitymatrix for the central and bath oscillators. The central
oscillator undergoes a sequence of repeatedmeasurements of its position by the action of so-calledGaussian
meters. A singlemeasurement of the position applied to the full systemwith densitymatrix ρ yields a non-
normalized post-measurement state of the form [50]
t f q x t f q x
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where t q t qqqr r= á ¢ñ¢( ) ∣ ( )∣ , q q q qñ = ñˆ∣ ∣ , andwhere x indicates the center position of themeter. Here, f q( ˆ)
denotes aGaussian slit operator of widthσ, reading explicitly
Figure 1.Measurement protocol. The full systemdescribed byHamiltonian(1) is initially in a canonical thermal state. Afirst selective
measurement of the central oscillator position is performedwith aGaussian slit instrument centered at x0 and ofwidthσ. A sequence
of nnonselectivemeasurements byGaussian slits of the samewidth takes placewith equally spacedmeasurement times. At time tF,
with tF − tn£τ, a final selectiveGaussianmeasurement with center xF andwidthσ provides the two-point probability distribution
for the position of the oscillator.
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with the identity operator 1B acting in the bathHilbert space. This Gaussianmeasurement setting is elucidated in
greater detail in appendix A. In the limit 0s  , themeasurement action becomes projective, i.e., lim
0s
f q x x x- = ñá( ˆ ) ∣ ∣. Note that for afinite slit widthσ the coherences with respect to the position basis are not
totally obliterated by the generalizedmeasurement described by equation (5).
Starting out at a time origin ti=0with the initial density operator of the total system ρ(0), one obtains for
the probability densityW(x0, t0) tofind the result x0 in afirst positionmeasurement at some later time t0>0 the
expression
W x t f q x U t U t f q x
f q t x f q t x
, Tr 0
Tr 0 , 7
0 0 0 0 0 0
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whereU t Htexp i = -( ) ( ˆ ) is the time evolution operator of the full system,with Ĥ given by equation (1). In
equation (7), q t U t qU t0 0 0=ˆ ( ) ( ) ˆ ( )† denotes the position operator in theHeisenberg picture.
Similarly, one obtains for the joint probability densityW(x0, t0; ...; xF, tF) offinding the central oscillator at
the positions x0, x1,K, xn, xF in n+ 2measurements at the subsequent times t0, t1, ..., tn, tF the result
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In the followingwe assume that the full system is initially prepared at time t=0 in the canonical equilibrium
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with Ĥ theHamiltonian in equation (1). Then, the brackets in equation (8) (and in the following) denote the
canonical thermal expectation value. It is convenient to introduce the corresponding (n+ 2)-point characteristic
functionf(k0,K, kF) defined as the Fourier transformwith respect to all positions
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For the quantumBrownianmotion, the characteristic function can be conveniently cast into the form
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and sF=0.Details of this derivation can be found in [50].
3. Two-point probability distributionwith intermediate nonselectivemonitoring
Wenext study the situation inwhich the n intermediatemeasurements, with n0, are nonselective,meaning
thatwe integrate the joint n+ 2-point distribution over the n positions xj of the intermediate Gaussian slits
( j=1,K, n).Moreover, we assume that the first n+ 1measurements occur at equally spaced times
tj=tj−1+ τ, where τ is the time between two successivemeasurements. A scheme of this protocol is shown in
figure 1.
The resulting two-point probability distribution, with initial and finalmeasurements at times t0 and tF
separated by the total time interval t t t n t tF F n0 t- = + -¯ ≔ ( ), is given by
4
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The antisymmetrized correlation function in the last line of equation (15) is related to the response functionχ(t)
of the central oscillator byχ(t)=−2A(t)Θ(t)/ÿ. In deriving equation (13)we used the fact that the equilibrium
expectation values of the commutator at different times are invariant under time-translations, i.e.,
q t q t q t t q, , 0F j F já ñ = á - ñ[ ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )] [ ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )] . Two further comments are in order. First, the two-point probability
distribution in equation (13) carries the label n denoting the number of intermediatemeasurements. The
dependence of the joint probability of the initial and finalmeasurement results on the number of intervening but
unregisteredmeasurements is an exquisite feature of quantummechanics. Put differently, in contrast to a
classical stochastic process here the quantummeasurement’s backaction influences the systemdynamics, even
after tracing over the intermediatemeasurements. In the classical limit, the commutators in equation (15) vanish
identically and any reference to the intermediatemonitoring is lost. Second, the complete information about the
nunobserved intermediatemeasurements entering the joint probability (13) is contained in the expression
ζ2(t)−ζ20, as given by the sum in equation (15). In the absence of intermediatemeasurements, this sum reduces
to a single term and thewave packet spreading induced by a positionmeasurement (as discussed in [50]) is
recovered.
The result in equations (13)–(15)holds for any bath spectral density function. Specifically, for theOhmic
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2 2w w g= - denotes the effective frequency of the damped oscillator,β=1/kBT the inverse
temperature, and νn=2πnkBT/ÿ theMatsubara frequencies. In the limit of vanishing friction 0g  one
recovers the results for the free harmonic oscillator prepared in the canonical thermal state.
4. Results
Weare interested in the conditional probability density that ameasurement taken at time tF yields the result xF,
given that the systemwas initially prepared by ameasurement taken at time t0 with outcome x0, in the presence
of nnonselectivemeasurements between t0 and tF, according to the scheme presented infigure 1. This
conditional probability is defined as
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The numerator in the rhs of equation (17) is given in equation (13)while for the denominator we obtain
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Combining equations (13) and (18) onefinds from equation (17)
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Herewemade use of the definitions in equations (15) and(16).
Equations (19)–(21) present themain results of this section. Infigures 2 and 3 the conditional probability
density P x t x t, ,n F F 0 0( ∣ )( ) is depicted as a function of xF and of time t̄ for three values of the friction strength γ
and of themonitoring rateμ=1/τ. The latter parameter is defined as the number ofmeasurements per unit
time and is thus the inverse of the time interval τ. In bothfiguresσ=0.5 σGS, whereσGS=(2Mω0/ÿ)
−1/2 is the
width of the free oscillator’s ground state. Infigure 2 the condition on the firstmeasurement is specified as
x0=0. In the absence of intermediate nonselectivemeasurements (upper row), the dynamics reflects the
motion of the oscillator displaying a periodic spreading and refocusing in the non-dissipative (γ=0) case (left
panel).With increasing friction these pulsations become increasingly damped, finally leading to a stationary
distribution offinite width—which reflects themotion of a damped harmonic oscillator (middle and right
panels). In the presence of intermediatemeasurements these pulsations completely disappear. At low
measurement rates (middle row) at the verymoment of ameasurement, the probability density shrinks but
expands again amoment after. At highermeasurement rates (bottom row) these indentations become no longer
visible and the probability density becomeswider.
The same features emerge from figure 3, where for the firstmeasurement we choose x0=−5 σGS. In this
case, the average position follows themotion of a damped harmonic oscillator. Thewidth about themean value
behaves as for thefirst case with x0=0.
These characteristic features of the dynamical behavior pictured infigures 2 and 3 can be assessed by
inspection of equations (20) and(21), where themean value andwidth of the conditional probability
distribution(19) are given explicitly. First, using x 00 ¹ , then only in the limit 0s  does the average value of
xF at tF=t0 (i.e. t 0=¯ ) coincide with x0, whereas for afinite widthσ>0 this average position is found to be
x x0 0<∣ ¯ ( )∣ ∣ ∣. This is so because the firstmeasurement is performed on the thermal state of the oscillator which
has a distribution in the position space centered around x=0, see equation (18). Second, asfigure 3 indicates,
themean value x t¯ ( ) (equation (20)) is not affected by the presence of intermediatemeasurements, contrary to
thewidth of the distribution (see equation (21)). Indeed, from equation (15)we deduce that the function ζ2(t),
which—as noted above—exclusively accounts for the effects of intermediatemeasurements via a series of
commutators at different time intervals, only enters the expression for thewidthΣτ(t) of the distribution but not
that for themean value. This observation entails a salient result: frequent generalizedmeasurements of the
oscillator’s position performedwith aGaussian slit apparatus do not hinder the averagemotion of the systembut
only affect the spread of the probability distribution. In addition, the faster themonitoring, themore does the
conditional probability spread, as shown infigures 2 and 3.
Finally, it is interesting to study how the varianceΣτ
2(t) of the distribution(19) evolves in time and how it is
influenced by themonitoring rateμ=1/τ as well as by the coupling γ to the environment. In this spirit, the
interesting issue to investigate is whether the traditional Zeno phenomenon eventually emerges for vanishing τ.
For this purpose, assume that the final selectivemeasurement is performed after a time τ past the last
nonselectivemeasurement of the sequence, so that t n 1 t= +¯ ( ) . Then, considering that
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A t n A1 0 0t- + = =[¯ ( ) ] ( ) , the series in equation (21) can be approximated by the following time integral in
the small-τ limit
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This shows that thewidth of the distribution diverges as 0t  , as it also does for 0s  . In the latter limit a
projectivemeasurement of position is attainedwhich in turn entails the injection of an infinite amount of energy
uponmeasuring.
From equation (23) two interesting limits of the variance can be taken atfixed, small butfinite τ. Thefirst is
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Figure 2.The conditional probability P P x t x t, ,n F F 0 0º ( ∣ )( ) (see equation (19)) is displayed as a function of the final position xF and
of the elapsed time t t tF 0= -¯ . The position xF is in units of the ground state width of the free oscillatorσGS=(2Mω0/ÿ)−1/2. The
friction parameter γ increases from left to right and is given in units ofω0. Themonitoring rateμ=τ
−1 increases from top to bottom
and is in units ofω0/2π. Themeasurements are performed according to the scheme infigure 1. Note the similar behavior at
intermediate-friction/intermediate-monitoring-rate (central panel) and strongest-friction/highest-rate (bottom-right panel) reflect-
ing the fact that themeasurement-induced spreading is counteracted by the dissipation. At the largest friction value, a lowmonitoring
rate (central-right panel) causes onlyminor variationswith respect to the non-monitored dynamics (upper-right panel), namely a
spreading followed by a fast refocusing. The chosen parameters are x0=0,σ=0.5 σGS, andT=0.1 ÿω0/kB. The symmetrized
correlation function S(t)was numerically determined by truncating the sum in equation (16) to thefirst 150 terms.
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The above limiting cases show that (i) for γ=0, i.e. for an isolated oscillator, the position variance
asymptotically spreads proportionally to time under the influence of repeated positionmeasurements and hence
the oscillator displays a diffusive behavior in spite of the presence of a confining parabolic potential; (ii) for
0g ¹ , i.e., in the presence of anOhmic heat-bath, at large t, the distribution approaches afinite widthwhich
depends on the values of the parameters γ, τ, andσ. Specifically, atfixedμ=τ−1, the larger the friction constant
γ the smaller is the variance of the probability density. This behavior is depicted with the six lower panels
( 0m ¹ ) offigures 2 and 3. Therefore, in the presence of a heat-bath a stationary regime emerges inwhich the
amount of energy supplied by the positionmeasurements is dissipated to the environment.
Further insight into the behavior of the conditional probability density P x t x t, ,n F F 0 0( ∣ )( ) shownwith
figures 2 and 3 can be obtained by visualizing the time evolution of its widthΣτ
2(t). Infigure 4 this quantity is
plotted by using the exact expression(21) for differentmeasurement rates and dissipation strengths. The time
evolution and stationary values of the curves at the highermonitoring ratesμ are qualitatively accounted for by
the small-τ limit(23). In particular,figure 4 depicts the linear increase ofΣτ
2(t)with increasing time at γ=0 (see
equation (24)). In contrast, for finite dissipation, we observe a saturating, stationary behavior, in accordance
with the analytic expression in equation (25).
We conclude this sectionwith two remarks. First, the results presented are substantially unaffected by the
choice of amore realistic Ohmic spectral density functionwith a cutoff at some finite frequency, as we checked
by using theDrude-regularized position correlation functions provided in appendix B, equations (B.2)
and(B.4) (see diamonds infigure 4). Second, the formalism employed does not rely on the particular choice of
the position operator as themonitored observable. Indeed, in appendix Bwe obtain the corresponding results
Figure 3.The conditional probability P P x t x t, ,n F F 0 0º ( ∣ )( ) (see equation (19)) is displayed as a function offinal position xF and of
time t t tF 0= -¯ . The position xF is in units of the ground state width of the free oscillatorσGS=(2Mω0/ÿ)−1/2. The friction
parameter γ increases from left to right and is given in units ofω0. Themonitoring rateμ=τ
−1 increases from top to bottom and is in
units ofω0/2π. Note that the oscillations of the center exclusively depend on the effective frequency rw but not on the presence of
intermediatemeasurements (see equation (20)). Here x0=−5 σGS and the other parameters are as infigure 2. The symmetrized
correlation function S(t)was numerically determined by truncating the sum in equation (16) to thefirst 150 terms.
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for the samemeasurement sequence but considering insteadGaussian generalizedmeasurements of the
oscillator’smomentum.
5.Discussion and conclusions
With this workwe studied the quantumBrownianmotion of a dissipative oscillator undergoing a sequence of
position-type generalizedmeasurements by so-termedGaussian slit instruments. The latter are characterized by
afinite widthσ around a specified position x and yield projectivemeasurements in the limit 0s  . The time
evolution of the quantumBrownian particle subject to such repeated, instantaneousmeasurements was studied
through the exact two-point quantumprobability distributionwith intermediate nonselectivemeasurements.
This intermediatemonitoringwas accounted for by suitablymodifying the formalism described in [50].We
found that an increase of themonitoring rate enhances the position spreading after afirstmeasurement at a
given position, the spreading beingmore dramatic in the limit of vanishing friction.Moreover, themotion of the
center of the conditional probability is not affected by the sequence of nonselectivemeasurements. Hence, none
of the characteristic aspects of the Zeno effect are observed at anymonitoring rate: neither is themean-value
affected by the repeatedmeasurements, nor does the quantum state shrink to an eigenstate of themeasured
observable. The coupling to an environment leads to the dissipation of the energy injected uponmonitoring the
systemposition. In this case, at a large number of intermediatemeasurements a stationary situation is reached
which depends on the dissipation strength.However, the position of the center of the initially prepared state
evolves independent of the number ofmeasurements done. The results obtained demonstrate that it is not
Figure 4.The variance t2St (¯) (equation (21)) of the conditional probability density P x t x t, ,n F F 0 0( ∣ )( ) , defined in equation (19), is
displayed as a function of the elapsed time t t tF 0= -¯ for different values of the friction parameter γ (in units ofω0) and of the
measurement rateμ=τ−1 (in units ofω0/2π). The symmetrized correlation function S(t)was numerically determined by truncating
the sum in equation (16) to thefirst 2000 termsThe behavior at largeμ is accounted for by the analytical small-τ expression(23). In
particular, at γ=0, the widthΣτ
2(t) increases linearly with time, with a coefficient proportional toμ=τ−1 (see equation (24)). On the
contrary, for 0g ¹ , a steady state is reachedwhere thewidth gets smaller as γ is increasedwithfixedμ. This is because the larger γ the
more effectively the energy input from themeasurements is dissipated. On the other hand, atfixed γ, the width increases withμ, as the
rate of energy pumping into the systemby themeasurement backaction increases (see equation (25)).Dotted black lines—predictions
from the analytical, small-τ expressions for vanishing γ (equations (24)) and forfinite γ at asymptotically large times t̄ (equation (25)).
Diamonds—evaluations for a spectral density functionwithDrude cutoff atωD=100 ω0 (see equations (B.2) and (B.4)). Other
parameters areσ=0.5 σGS andT=0.1 ÿω0/kB.
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possible to confine a quantumharmonic oscillator in a certain spatial region by a rapid sequence of
instantaneous positionmeasurements, even in the presence of dissipation.
There are two clear reasons for this peculiar behavior: the unboundedness of the energy spectrum and the
energy increase accompanying each positionmeasurement. Because the position as themeasured observable
does not commutewith the systemHamiltonian, themeasurement back-action excites increasingly higher
energy states. As a consequence, an initially prepared distribution spreads faster as the frequency of the
measurements is increased. Due to the absence of an upper bound in the energy spectrum, there is no lower limit
of time belowwhich the dynamics could freeze. Therefore, even at arbitrarily highmonitoring frequencies no
traditional Zeno effect does occur.
These results are in contrast towhat occurs for projectivemeasurements on systemswith bounded
Hamiltonians. Under these conditions, the conventional Zeno effect follows rigorously [51]. For a harmonic
oscillator under the influence of generalized positionmeasurements both conditions are clearly violated leaving
room for a dynamical evolution of the systemunder permanent observation.
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AppendixA.Modeling themeasurement
Following [26, 52], let usmodel the action of themeter, denoted by, on the oscillator-bath systemdescribed
byHamiltonian(1). Here, initially, we do not neglect the evolution of themonitored systemduring the time δt
of the system-meter interaction, whose coupling strength ghas dimensions of a frequency. The full Hamiltonian
is
H H gqP , A.1tot = +ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ( )
with Ĥ defined in equation (1).
We assume that the interaction starts at t0=0. For δt sufficiently small and g not too large, by using the
Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff formula, the time evolution operator can be factorized as
U t e e e , A.2H t AqP BpPi i
i














( ) ( )
Note that the operator e xPi ̂ is a displacement operator for themeter, namely Q Q xe xPi  ñ = + ñ∣ ∣ˆ .
Assuming the initial system-meter factorized initial state 0 0tot 0 0r r s r s= Ä º Ä( ) ( ) , and that after
the time δt themeter state is projected into the state Qñ∣ [26], the system state after themeasurement reads
t Q Q U t U t
qdq q q p p Q Aq Bp Q Aq Bp




d d d d d ,
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†
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where q t qe Hti ñ = ñ-∣ ( ) ∣ˆ .
Now, by neglectingB, which is proportional to δt2, we get
t q q Q Aq Q Aq q q q t q td d , , . A.50 0òr s r d d- - ñá( ) ¯ ( ¯) ( ¯)∣ ( ) ¯ ( )∣ ( )
An additional assumption, which simplifies things further, is that the state of the systemunder the free evolution
induced by Ĥ alone does not change appreciably during the time interval δt, i.e., q t qd ñ ñ∣ ( ) ∣ .Whether this
assumption is sensible depends on the state of the systemprevious to themeasurement.Within the above
approximations, theGaussianmeasurement is attained by the following choice for the preparation of the density
matrix of themeter at the initial time
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We then get for the probability density to read from themeter the result x0
W x t q x Aq x Aq q q, d , , . A.80 0 0 0 0 0ò s r- -( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
This result amounts to taking the trace of the last line of equation (5), provided that Q2 2sá ñ =ˆ (see equation (7)).
Finally, we note that, especially for the non-dissipative case, as themonitoring proceeds and the oscillator is
excited to higher energies, the assumption of instantaneousmeasurementmay break down.
Appendix B.Momentummeasurements
The formalismdeveloped in sections 2 and 3 does not rely on the choice of the oscillator’s position q̂ as the
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( )
The conditional probability density P p t p t, ,n F F 0 0( ∣ )( ) retains the same structure as the one given in equation (19)
for P x t x t, ,n F F 0 0( ∣ )( ) , with the difference is that in equations (20) and(21) one has to use themomentum
symmetrized and antisymmetrized correlation functions Spp(t) andApp(t). These quantities combine to yield the
momentum correlation functionCpp(t)=Spp(t)+ iApp(t), so that C p S0 0pp pp2= á ñ =( ) ( ). In turnCpp(t) is
given by the second time derivative ofC(t), namelyCpp(t)=−M
2d2/dt2C(t) [49]. As can be seen by inspection
of equation (16), the second time derivative of the symmetrized equilibriumposition correlation function S(t)
diverges (logarithmically) at t=0 in the strictlyOhmic case [36, 53]. The physicallymotivated introduction of a
high-frequency cutoff regularizes this divergent behavior. A simple case is theDrude regularization [36, 54, 55]
for which the spectral density function assumes the algebraically decaying form J(ω)=Mγω(1+ ω2/ωD
2 )-1 (see
equation (4)), where theDrude cutoff isωD? γ,ω0. Starting from the expression in [54], after some
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The parametersα, η, and δ are implicitly defied by the relations: 2α+ δ=ωD, D2 2 0
2a h w w d+ = , and
2 D2 2 0
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By inspection of equation (B.2) one sees that the strictOhmic case is recovered in the limit Dw  ¥. Indeed, in
this limit, 2a g , rh w , and Dd w = ¥. As a result, equation (B.2) reduces to the corresponding
Ohmic expression in equation (16). On the other hand, for temperatures such that nn d , the corrsponding
nth coefficient in the sumon the last line of equation (B.2) vanishes.
The additional contributions to S(t) brought by theDrude regularization (see equation (16)) are atmost of
the orderω0/ωD
2 . Nevertheless, the introduction of the cutoff yields for the second derivative of S(t) a non-
divergent behavior, which in turn entails the finiteness of S p0pp 2= á ñ( ) (see below).
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Starting from the expression in [56] and using again the relations above involvingλ1/2=α±iη and
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Also in this case, with respect to theOhmic case, the additional terms are of orderω0/ωD
2 atmost. Equation (B.4)
reduces to the correspondingOhmic expression (equation (16)) in the limit Dw  ¥.
The symmetrized and antisymmetrizedmomentum correlation functions are given by−M2 times the
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Infigure B1 the variance of the probability distribution for repeatedmomentummeasurements is shown.
The behavior depicted is similar to that found for positionmeasurements, see figure 4. Pronounced oscillations
around a constant value of the variance at large γ constitute themain qualitative difference with the case of
positionmeasurements. This different behavior arises because the couplingwith the bath oscillators is still via
the position operator, whereas the observed quantity is now themomentum. Beside theseminor deviations, the
same considerationsmade about theQZE for repeated positionmeasurements apply for the case
considered here.
Figure B1.Repeatedmomentummeasurements. The variance t2St (¯) of the conditional probability density P p t p t, ,n F F 0 0( ∣ )( ) is
displayed as a function of the elapsed time t t tF 0= -¯ for fourmeasurement ratesμ=τ−1 (in units ofω0/2π) and for different
values of the friction parameter γ (in units ofω0). The latter increases from left to right, taking the same values as infigures 2–4. The
expression forΣτ
2(t) is given by equation (21)with S t A t S t A t, ,pp pp( ) ( ) ( ) ( ). The symmetrized correlation function Spp(t)was
numerically determined by truncating the sum in equation (B.5) to the first 2000 termsThe qualitative behavior is similar to that
predicted for positionmeasurements and shown infigure 4, except that in this case at the largest value of γ (right panel) the oscillations
induced by the repeatedmeasurements aremuchmore pronounced. Other parameters areσ=0.5 Mω0σGS,T=0.1 ÿω0/kB, and
ωD=100 ω0.
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